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Dance Marathon 2008
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a photo essay by

Stacey Axelrod
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About 1,100 dancers stayed on their feet for 24 hours at the 10th annual Dance Marathon on Friday and
Saturday at Fetzer Gym. After 11 hours, friends from a Bible study group tried to rest standing in a circle.
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Emma Vacca, 3. and her twin sister, Hannah, are
among the beneficiaries of the For the Kids Fund.
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Roy Williams, coach of the UNC men's basketball team,
showed up about 10:45 p.m. to give a few words of
encouragement to the dancers, moralers and volunteers.

After breakfast, the Marching Tar Heels drum line
pumped up the dancers at 6 a.m. at Kenan Stadium.
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Junior Brooke Swinson's boyfriend, Phillip
Lampron, surprised her and proposed on stage.

Dancers, moralers and volunteers joined for “sway
time,” a Dance Marathon tradition, at 6 p.m. Saturday.

Students found creative ways to take weight off their
feet. Sophomore Scott Wilson and freshman Shayanne
Martin did gymnastics to recharge about 1:30 a.m.

Comedian Will Ferrell made an unannounced
appearance after his show at the Smith Center.

Becky Gursoy and Amanda Cook spent extra time
lying down after sitting for the first time in 24 hours.
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Be the first to hear about SlO fares and all-new destinations. And rest r'fj^!lHflU
assured, we won't bombard your in box every 14 seconds. We promise.
The only time you'll hear from us is when we’re about to save you 'i f Jj

Now flying to 11 destinations from Greensboro Airport (GSO).
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